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ABSTRACT
An existing one-dimensional large signal analysis
program for modeling the performance of traveling wave
amplifier tubes has been modified, enabling the program to
vary the relative velocity parameter 'b', so that electron
bunches are held in the decelerating field of the rf wave
over a greater distance, providing greater energy transfer
from the electron stream to the wave. Since the rf input
drive level and tube operating voltages and currents are kept
constant, the greater energy transfer results in greater rf
output power and improved overall tube efficiency.
To test the validity of the program, the performance of
an existing traveling wave tube was modeled on small and
large signal analysis programs. Two helix pitch tapers were
then designed and constructed for this tube with the new
program.
The performance of each tube was evaluated for improved
power level, efficiency, helix current, effect of collector
voltage depression and was compared to the results of the
computer model.
Rf Power level and efficiency both improved. The amount
of helix current and the effect of collector depression
become more critical with large helix pitch tapers because of
the reduced kinetic energy of the electrons. Test
performance compares favorably \Vith computer predictions.
i
The new program works well in predicting the position
and profile of the taper for best performance.
2
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The term 'traveling wave tube covers a wide range of UHF
and microwave amplifier tubes. These amplifiers are divided
into two main groups, the forward wave devices and the
backward wave devices. In both groups, electrons travel
along-side a slow wave structure propagating an rf wave. In
the forward wave devices both electrons and wave travel in
the same direction while in the backward wave devices the
electromagnetic wave energy and electron stream travel in
opposite directions.
Both forward and backward wave devices can further be
divided into o-type amplifiers which transfer kinetic energy
from the electrons to the rf wave and M-type amplifiers which
transfer potential energy £rom the electrons to the rf wave.
The M-type amplifiers such as crossed-field amplifiers have
greater energy conversion efficiency than the o-tyPe
amplifiers due to a natural phase focusing mechanism which
allows the electrons to maintain their relative phase
position~ with respect to the RF wave. The o-type amplifiers
such as the conventional traveling wave tube and the klystron
do not have such phase focusing mechanisms. However as we
shall see, conversion efficiency can be Lmproved by building
a phase focusing mechanism into the slow wave structure of
the tube. 3
Despite the advances o£ solid state technology, vacuum
tubes which amplify microwave signals still find many
applications from communications to military defense systems
to medical research. Microwave tubes have several good
qualities such as high gain, reasonable noise figure and they
work over a wide range of frequencies. The conventional
traveling wave tube also offers extremely wide bandwidth
normally up to an octave or more. However the main advantage
of microwave tubes is inexpensive high power.
Because of their demand, several companies around the
world manufacture microwave tubes. In recent years customers
buying microwave tubes have requested improved performance
such as longer tube life, lighter weight, wider bandwidth and
greater rf output power under the same input power
conditions. As a result, manufacturers are pressed to
improve performance of microwave tubes.
Longer life can be achieved by a good cathode design and
by decreasing cathode loading (amperes per square
centimeter) • Lighter weight can be achieved by making the
tube smaller, manufacturing parts out of lighter weight
materials such as aluminum package parts instead of heavy
copper. Also lightweight periodic permanent magnets can be
employed as opposed to a heavy solenoid magnet for beam
focusing.
Tube performance requirements such as improved bandwidth
can be achieved by loading the slow wave structure to
-+
maintain a nearly constant dispersion with frequency thereby
improving performance at the band edges thus increasing the
usable bandwidth of the tube.
Another desired performance requirement is improved rf
output power or greater rf interaction efficiency.
Interaction efficiency is improved when a greater amount of
energy is transferred from the electron stream to the rf
wave. This can be achieved by making a tube as precisely as
machines and tooling will allow, by thorough and careful tube
parameter design, or by implementing a carefully designed
electron phase focusing mechanism to allow greater conversion
efficiency between the electrons and the rf wave on the slow
wave structure.
The remainder of this paper will only be concerned with
the o-type linear-beam forward traveling wave tube. Theory
of tube operation, design and incorporation of a phase
focusing mechanism to improve interaction efficiency and test
results will be discussed.
CHAPTER II
OPERATION OF A TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
2.1 General Characteristics
There are several types of designs of traveling wave
tubes. They are the helix type, coupled cavity, ring bar,
bifilar and others. Each tube contains three main parts.
The first is the source of the electron stream. The second
is the slow wave structure which amplifies the rf wave.
Finally, the spent electron beam is recovered in the
collector region of the tube. Figure 2.1 illustrates a cross
section of a typical helix traveling wave tube.
The design of the electron gun is critical for achieving
the desired performance of the traveling wave tube. Most
microwave traveling wave tubes have a convergent flow Pierce-
type gun containing a cathode which is the source of free
electrons.
A convergent flow electron gun has some benefits over a
planar cathode. First, a convergence of the beam up to a
ratio of 10:1 in diameter can be achieved resulting in a high
current density of the electron stream as it enters the helix
interaction region. Because of low current density on the
cathode surface, the cathode has longer life. Secondly, for
periodic permanent magnet focusing, the electron beam is
required to enter the magnetic field with the electrons
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traveling parallel to each other.
provides this.
The convergent flow gun
The convergent flow gun is designed to represent a
portion of two spherical surfaces. The cathode represents a
portion of the outer sphere and the anode the inner sphere.
The electrons leave the outer sphere and converge to form a
high density electron stream near the inner sphere.
The Pierce gun not only forms a laminar electron beam,
but also accelerates the beam to a high velocity, typically
on the order of about 0 • 1 times the SPeed of light. A
potential difference between the cathode and anode of
thousands of volts is required to obtain this velocity. The
proPer voltage needed to obtain the required electron
velocity can be found with the energy equation:
eE 1= 2 mv2 or rearranged: v=#
where E is the cathode to anode potential in volts,
e is the charge to mass ratio of an electron, and
m
V is the velocity of the electron.
The cathode of the gun is made from materials that have
a very low work function to allow great numbers of free
electrons to fly off its surface. A heater directly under
the cathode face provides thermal energy needed to free the
electrons from the surface. 8
Once the electron stream leaves the gun, it must travel
in a very narrow beam through the rf slow wave structure.
Focusing the electron beam is accomplished by one of two
methods. One method is with the solenoid magnet. Another
easier method is with periodic permanent magnets.
Electrons traveling in a confined flow magnetic field
called Brillouin flow experience three forces. The first is
a space charge repelling force from the like charges of the
electrons. The outward centrifugal force of these electrons
traveling in a circular path is the second force. Third is
the inward Lorentz force caused by spiraling electrons
cutting lines of magnetic flux.
of these three forces is zero.
In the steady state the sum
A possible solution to the
problem is a beam with uniform space charge density inside of
a diameter 'a' and zero outside of it. All electrons rotate
with the same angular velocity around the center. An
equation for determining the amount of magnetic field
required to obtain a specific beam diameter is:
3261°·5
= (1. 3 ). vO.2 Sa
where Bo is the Brillouin flow magnetic field,
I is beam stream current in amperes,
V is beam voltage in volts, and
'a/is the beam radius in inches.
The confined flow electron beam now interacts with the
rf wave in the slow wave structure. There are three parts to
the slow wave structure. They are the input coupler, the
actual slow wave structure and the output coupler.
The input and output couplers act as impedance
transformers which allow the rf wave to enter and leave the
slow wave structure with minimal reflection and losses. Also
since the tube is a vacuum envelope, the coupler provides a
vacuum window into and out of the tube. Couplers may be
coaxial or waveguide in nature.
in figure 2.1.
Coaxial couplers are shown
Once past the input coupler, the rf wave enters the slow
wave structure. A cross section of a helix slow wave
structure is shown in figure 2.2. The tungsten helix is
supported by three dielectric rods which extend the entire
length of the helix. The dielectric rods are held in place
by pressure from a non-magnetic stainless steel vacuum tight
shell.
As the rf wave travels along the helix, the axial
velocity of the wave is slowed from approximately the speed
of light to about 0.1 times the speed of light due to the
path it must travel along the helix and due to loading from
the dielectric rods and stainless steel shell. Therefore the
rf wave axial velocity through the tube is slmved to be
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approximately the same speed as the electron stream traveling
through the center of the helix.
Electric fields from the rf wave on the helix cause
bunching of the electrons in the beam. Furthermore the
bunches of electrons in the beam are able to transfer energy
to the rf wave on the helix. The result is rf wave
amplification and electron stream energy loss. More about
the mechanics of rf wave amplification is discussed later.
Once the spent electron beam leaves the slow wave
structure it is recovered by the collector which is the third
part of the traveling wave tube. The collector is usually of
copper or graphite material. The job of the collector is to
recover as much of the electron beam as possible in an
efficient way.
Individual energies of each electron vary greatly as the
beam exits the helix slow wave structure as compared to when
it entered the helix with nearly uniform velocity. Some
electrons now travel fast while others are slow. As each
electron hits the surface of the collector, it creates heat
as well as possibly causing secondary electrons to fly off
the surface which in turn may reenter the helix.
To reduce the heat generated by electrons hitting the
collector surface, the collector voltage is set at a value
between cathode voltage and ground so that the electrons slow
dmvn as they enter the retarding voltage ~n the collector
thus transfering less kinetic energy to the surface. The
12..
amount the collector voltage is set at is commonly referred
to as the amount of 'collector depression'. Many traveling
wave tubes with single stage collectors are operated at 50%
collector depression or at half the cathode voltage.
The next step is to look at the history and understand
the theory of slow wave structure operation.
2.2 Theory of Operation of a Traveling Wave Tube
A mathematical model of traveling wave tube operation is
important because it helps the tube designer to know how
small changes in tube physical features will affect how the
tube will perform electrically. For example, a designer may
wish to increase the beam current or reduce the helix inner
diameter to change the tube gain or bandwidth. A
mathematical computer model can predict the results with much
less cost and in less time than building several tubes to
test.
However developing an exact mathematical model is
difficult. John Pierce stated: II It has been said that an
absolutely complete theory of the traveling wave tube is
almost out of the question". The main difficulty lies in the
non-uniformity of the electron beam.
For example the exact position of electrons in the
electron beam can vary greatly. Electrons overtake or pass
each other and some even find their way out of the beam to
/3
hit the helix. Therefore in reality the position of the
electrons can only be estimated.
As a result, to develop a one dimensional model of the
traveling wave tube, three assumptions are stated. The first
is that the electric field from the rf wave on the helix acts
equally on all electrons in the beam. This assumption would
be true if the electron beam diameter is very small compared
to the helix diameter.
The second assumption is that the electrons are
displaced by the electric field from the rf wave in the axial
direction only. That is electrons do not displace in the
radial or theta direction in cylindrical coordinates but only
in the direction the stream is moving.
The final assumption to keep the model simple is that
relativistic effects are small and therefore are not
accounted for. Thus the results of the model are approximate
when the electrom stream is moving slowly as compared to the
speed of light.
In the following sections the development of three one
dimensional mathematical models is summarized. They are the
small signal linear model by John Pierce(8) followed by a
large signal model by A. Nordsieck(7) and then followed by a
large signal model by John Meeker(~) who expands upon
Nordsieck's model by including the effects of the gain
parameter C. Also in John Meeker's model the tube parameters
are allowed to vary with axial distance along the slow wave
/4
structure. John Meeker's model provides the basis for the
remainder of this paper.
These three models are summarized here as each model
significantly affects the results of the experiment to
follow. A small signal model is needed to evaluate tube
linear region gain. Also, Nordsieck in the development of
his large signal non-linear model arrives at two conclusions
which are seen in the experimental data to follow. Finally
because Meeker' s model allows tube parameters to vary with
axial distance his model acts as a tool with which to design
an rf wave velocity taper for the helix to improve rf
interaction efficiency.
2.2.1 The Slow Wave structure
As discussed earlier, a helix-type traveling wave tube
slow wave structure consists
wire. One end of the helix
of a helically wound coil of
receives a small amplitude rf
wave from the coupler which travels along the helix, exiting
the tube at the output coupler. At the same time, a beam of
axialsameelectrons travels inside the helix in the
direction as the rf wave.
As the electron beam travels down the helix, some
electrons are slowed down as they see a retarding electric
field on the helix, and some electrons speed up in
accelerating electric fields. As a result the electron beam
forms bunches of electrons which further form larger bunches
/S
athisof
causebunches
effects
as the bunches are accelerated or decelerated as they travel
the length of the helix. Therefore the ac electric fields on
the helix produce a disturbance in the electron beam
resulting in electrons grouping together in bunches. This is
illustrated in figure 2.3.
In turn the traveling electron
disturbance on the helix. One of the
disturbance is the growing wave which derives its energy from
the bunches and then exits at the output coupler.
Therefore the problem is divided into two parts. They
are the disturbance caused in the electron stream by the
electric field on the slow wave structure and secondly the
disturbance in the slow wave structure caused by the bunched
electron stream.
2.2.2 The Linear Theory
The helix slow wave structure can be represented as a
network with uniformly distributed inductance and capacitance
as show in figure 2.4. The circuit extends infinitely in
both directions. This circuit does not account for resistive
loss in the helix wire which will be accounted for later in
John Meeker' s model.
I = Line current
V = Line Voltage
i = Electron convection current
z = Distance
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J = Displacement current (Amperes per meter)
B = Shunt susceptance per unit length
x = Series reactance per unit length
The first part in deriving the linear theory is to
consider the disturbance caused in the slow wave structure by
the bunched electron stream. Displacement current from the
stream to the helix is the only displacement current
accounted for and the currents i and J are assumed to vary
sinusoidally with time. Therefore the voltage and current
--:1' BV + T
<;;:=
for this circuit become:
;;"V = _j' XI
.}-=e
~T
d-::e-
signals a wave type solution is assumed to exist as
dw-C-ri:;
e
For small
equations
W = Angular frequency
t = Time
o = Propagation constant of the wave on the circuit
Z = Distance
By combining equations, the voltage produced in the slow wave
structure by the electron convection
Y=
- /' r. r< ~
(1'7.._ r:<.) .:>
current is:
("'/ ,. -2- ISX'
k::= IX /[3'
The second portion of the problem deals with the effect
of the electric fields from the rf wave on the electrons in
the beam. Because of the ac electric fields some electrons
/9
in the beam speed up in accelerating fields while others slow
down in decelerating fields forming bunches of electrons. If
the nominal beam velocity is Uo and the ac component of
velocity is due to either electrons speeding up or
slowing down, then an equation describing the motion of
electrons is:
Also, the conservation of charge equation is given as:
d-oL.
In one dimension this shows that as the convection current
varies with distance due to electron bunching, the charge
density varies along the electron beam with time.
Combining the above two equations results in:
cI I o l3e ,-' V
;) Vo (;;; Be - r yz. )
which describes the electron convection current i in terms of
the circuit voltage V.
Combining all of the above equations yields
.1-=-
20
which is in the fourth order in gamma. Solving for gamma
yields four modes of propagation along the electron beam and
the slow wave structure.
By expecting that the velocity of the electron beam will
vary by an amount ~ from the velocity of the wave on the
helix, and neglecting small terms yields
which is a third order equation yielding three froward
propagating waves. If:
)
then solving for ~
J I ::.
yields the three forward waves
e - ~rrl(p
_~ Srr/&
e
~ rr/z..
e •
\
2/
The vector diagram shows the three waves. one~, is a
growing wave with velocity slightly slower than the electron
velocity. The second S2. is a decreasing wave which also
travels slightly slower than the electron velocity. The
third wave is unchanging in amplitude traveling much faster
than the electron stream.
Solving the previous fourth order equation for the
fourth wave yields
which is a backward wave traveling in the reverse direction.
By developing the equations for a disturbance on an
electron beam by the ac electric fields from the circuit and
also equations to show a disturbance on the circuit caused by
the bunched electron stream, four modes of wave propagation
along the circuit and electron stream are found. The
approach to solving for these four waves in this section was
to make the equations linear by removing products and squares
a ac quantities.
However, a linear model of traveling wave tube operation
is interested in tubedoes little to help the designer who
performance when non-linear affects dominate. Therefore
others have sought to find a more complete solution to the
problem by solving the equations without removing the small
ac terms which then yield a non-linear mathematical model.
22.
This is commonly called the
2.3 Linear versus Non-linear Systems
Before proceeding with the non-linear mathematics, it is
necessary to stop a moment to consider linear versus non-
linear behavior. Figure 2.5 shows a typical -traveling wave
tube transfer curve. The rf input is on the horizontal axis
and rf output is on the vertical axis.
The linear region is the left side of the plot where
each dB increase in rf input power is matched by an equal dB
increase in rf output power.
small signal region.
The rf input energy bunches the electron stream and the
bunched electron stream interaction in turn gives energy back
to the wave. Eventually as rf input power is increased, a
point is reached where the electrons begin to overtake each
other forming poorly defined bunches. These poorly defined
bunches are not as efficient in giving energy back to the
wave on the circuit because of their greater velocity spread.
Therefore the tube is now in the non-linear region where an
increase in rf input energy produces a less than equal
increase in rf output energy.
As rf input energy is increased even more, electron
velocities are so spread out in the bunch that half see a
decelerating field causing them to give energy to the wave
while the other half see an accelerating field causing them
to take energy from the wave. This point is saturation.
23
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Increasing rf input energy beyond saturation only pushes
more of the electron velocities into the decelerating region
resulting in less rf output power than at saturation.
In the Pierce linear mathematical model second order
terms of ac quantities and products of ac quantities are
neglected. Also the beam diameter is defined to be
infinitely thin so the circuit electric field strength does
not vary across the beam diameter. In addition a wave type
solution is assumed as ejwt - r z where r is the wave
propagation constant. The solution to the circuit equations
with these assumptions is named the Eulerian model.
A flight line diagram for the linear (Eulerian) model is
shown in figure 2.6. The vertical axis is axial distance 'z'
while the horizontal axis is time 't'. Therefore the slope
of each line in the diagram is dz/dt or velocity.
The steepest line represents the constant electron
stream velocity u.o • The line to its right represents the
cold phase velocity of the circuit without an electron
stream. The curve to the far right represents the actual
wave velocity on the circuit with an electron stream where,
C = The gain parameter
b = The relative injection velocity parameter
y'= The small signal traveling-wave tube phase
parameter.
Notice that each velocity is constant with distance.
The electron stream velocity is greatest of the three because
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it is known that the electron stream must travel slightly
faster than the wave on the helix in order to transfer
appreciable energy from the stream to the rf wave as
predicted by the equations.
In the large signal model however, electron overtakings
are allowed. Therefore it is possible to have two electrons
at axial position z at time t that were at different z
positions at time to Thus it is suitable to pick
coordinates that can better describe the large signal system
other than z, t • The coordinates of the Eulerian model can be
changed by redefining variables such as:
y ~ Cw -e = f3c;: c. -= = :J. TIC N S
u.o
and cf;oJ. ~ U) ~: -= vJ t:oi
The new variable 'y' is a normalized value of distance
and <I OJ' is the phase of any electron 'j' relative to the rf
wave as the electron enters the helix. Also,
Af3e = stream phase constant
., t::::. eIVs - = the number of stream wavelengths
J.s
By incorporating these new variables the flight line
diagram appears as shown in figure 2. 7 • The vertical axis is
now normalized distance 'y'
'wt' • Both 'y' and
'" "OJ
and the horizontal axis is phase
are independent of whether the
model is linear or non-linear.
Once electron overtakings are considered and the circuit
equations are solved for the large signal non-linear case, as
will be done shortly, then the flight lines will no longer be
27
linear aa ahown in figure 2.8. Thia non-linear model in the
'y', '~oj' coordinate ayatem ia referred to aa the Lagrangian
model.
In the lagrangian model ~(y) ia the phaae lag of the
actual rf wave behind the electron atream at any point along
the tube. ~ (~ ) cPo,j) apecifiea the phaae of the electrona ' j ,
per rf cycle relative to the actual wave at axial poaition
•y' •
The daahed line in the Lagrangian model repreaenta an
electron bunch that may enter the tube and travel at a
uniform apeed. However, becauae the electrona actually
increaae or decreaae in speed the velocity at any poaition
along the tube ia
J -e ~ u. 0 [I + Z C u (~) t OJ) ]
cJ.t
where J Cu. (:;J 1:.o.;f.) U o ia the change in velocity of the jth
electron due to the force of the ac field from the circuit or
the coulomb forcea ( apace charge) upon it by the other
electrona surrounding it.
Also in this diagram the cold phase velocity and actual
wave phase velocity are made to vary with axial distance as
(..(.0
I+Cb(:e)
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where b( z) indicates that the relative electron velocity
parameter changes with distance as the average electron bunch
velocity changes. -e- (e) is the phase lag of the rf wave
relative to the electron stream.
2.4 The Non-~inear Mode~
Since most applications for the traveling wave tube
require operation at or near saturation, it is necessary to
know how a tube behaves in the non-linear region. About
1952, A. Nordsieck derived equations for a large signal non-
linear model based on the initial work done by John Pierce
and others.
Nordsieck's work differed from that of Pierce in that
Nordsieck included the squares and products of ac quantities
in his mode~. Nordsieck's work does not account for
resistive loss in the helix wire. Also, his equations are
worked out for the case where C, the gain parameter, is
either neglected or removed by reduced variables. His
justification for neglecting C is that C is genera~~y much
less than 0.1 and thus terms containing products of Care
small.
Nordsieck begins with the transmission line equation for
the he~ix circuit in the presence of an axially f~owing
electron stream and with the two equations for motion of the
electrons in the stream as Pierce does. They are shown again
here:
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The transmission line equation:
The equation describing the motion of an electron:
The conservation of charge equation:
In the large signal Lagrangian model electron
overtakings are allowed as discussed in the previous section
creating a need for the new coordinate system I y I versus
' wt I.
Also for this model the rf charge density in the stream'f
,is rich in harmonics. However, the characteristic impedance
of the circuit, z, decreases rapidly as frequency increases
causing the transmission line to support essentially only the
fundamental frequency. Thus the harmonics may be neglected.
This however is only true in narrow bandwidth tubes.
As a result of this last consideration, the rf charge
density only needs to contain the fundamental frequency
component when solving the equations. The rf electric field
at the beam, V(z,t) can then be represented as a slowly
varying function of z in amplitude and phase. Therefore the
two independent and four dependent variables introduced by
Nordsieck are:
-; I
.... ,
,-' ,
The independent variables:
:1 a C w -t = f3e C:c- = 2 rr eNS
u..o
The independent variables were discussed in the last
section being normalized distance 'y' and the phase '0' of
electron • j' relative to the rf wave on the helix as the
electron enters the helix.
The dependent variables introduced are:
Uo
w
~oIo A(~) cos</;
c
where G( j) is the phase lag of the actual rf wave behind the
reference wave traveling at speed U o. cI (j J ¢ o"J) specifies the
phase of the j electrons per rf cycle relative to the actual
wave at axial position y.
Also,
A(y) = Normalized amplitude of the rf wave along the
tube.
Z = Circuit characteristic impedance
3L
V(z,t) = rf electric field at the beam
I = DC stream current
¢ = Actual instantaneous phase of the fundamental
frequency wave in the circuit.
Combining the initial three equations with the six new
variables and eliminating terms containing the gain parameter
C, assuming small C conditions, yields four equations.
The first two describe the amplitude and phase of the
signal traveling in the helix circuit.
-I
c2rr
2.11j d ¢ 0 SIN rf C!:J I ¢ 0 "J-)
o
Next is the force equation which describes electron
velocity due to the ac field on the circuit.
Finally is the phase equation which describes electron
phase.
At this point Nordsieck shows some graphs of numerical
calculations from his equations. First he begins by stating
some assumptions to arrive at a small signal solution to his
A (j') =
d.oG-
~ -= (3
~ ::
¢ ~
equations.
where 0(, (.3, and f are constants; 0(,. being the small signal
gain per unit y.
A graph of the maximum achieved rf signal amplitude
2A2max and small signal gain~ per unit y versus the electron
velocity parameter b is shown in figure 2.9. It shows that
as the velocity parameter b is increased above b=O rf signal
amplification still takes place even though small signal gain
decreases. In the limiting case where small signal gain is
zero rf amplification is still possible. This is important
as some of these effects will be shown later on in the
experimental data.
In addition Nordsieck's numerical calculations show that
after saturation has been reached and rf amplitude decreases
with distance, eventually a second hump of increasing rf
amplitude appears as shown in figure 2.10. This is a plot of
an actual calculation of rf wave amplitude for the optimum
computer calculated taper from chapter IV. It shows that if
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rf input drive is increased beyond the point where saturation
occurs that a second saturation hump should appear.
Again Nordsieck's model is only good for cases of small
C and where resistive loss in the helix is neglected.
2.5 Improved Non-linear Model
In 1961 John Meeker developed a non-linear model of the
traveling wave tube based upon the work of Joseph Rowe, A.
Nordsieck, John Pierce and others. Like the others it is one
dimensional, non-relativistic and is based upon the lumped
transmission line model. However in Meekers model, the
circuit parameters vary with distance. This is important
because it lets the tube designer adjust one or more of the
distance varying parameters to any value of his choice in the
numerical calculations.
For example a designer may wish to hold the electron
relative velocity parameter 'b' to a slowly varying value
with distance and evaluate its effect on rf amplitude.
Several attempts may be needed to achieve the desired goal
for rf amplitude. But when it is achieved, the physical
structure of an actual tube may be arranged to simulate this
effect. Then the actual tube may be built and tested.
Therefore Meekers contributions are very important to the
designer who wishes to vary parameters with distance and
evaluate the effects.
Meeker begins with the transmission line circuit shown
below which is the same as before except now the parameters
vary with distance z.
Vb ,- (~,'-I) VO <. (ei) VOc..(::t-/-tI)
__________E_LfE~"'O..} STRe-;;H ~=-:----->
:r (~:-I) :r (e/) J(eL-t-/)
R. ('/,,. -1.) r(~H.J R(~"-I) L (co'-J g(e;) L (ei) R(Cl,;.,) L (t; + I)
---00<0-,...---,.AA/'V'.-:.-tifX7l'1lif\.--
_ > Ii'~~;>-c) 7 .r(",;+,~l,.)~ .l
V(:t"-I~t..) =- Co (~i-I)t) _ v(:e'''I)-/:;) (/(e[-t"l)t)I V (",;,tp:'(Cl,;) I
Clr'<CU1T
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where:
J(z,t) = rf convection current from the stream to the
helix
I(z,t) = rf line current
V(z,t) = rf line voltage
R( z) = Resistance per unit length
L( z) = Inductance per unit length
c ( z ) = Capacitance per unit length
z = Axial distance
t = Time
Upon applying the conservation
J .:r (rJ-t)
c =
J~
of charge equation
clY;(eJc)
d-t:
to the Kirchhoff equations for the transmission line obtains
the equations for line current and line voltage:
dV(eJ-t)
-----_. +
dt
~.I(e,t:)
- - RCe)·I (=eJt:) - L (~) _.----
~t:.
After assuming that resistance and inductance vary as the
same function of z and by applying the Lagrangian variables
the final equations for amplitude and phase of the signal in
the circuit become:
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AMPLITUDE:
[ J2x
o
cos cp( Y,9~.J )C:jJ~j
1+2C u(Y,9'j)o 0
2
_ 2d(y) (1+C bey») ] + 2(dS(y) _ ..!..) dA(y)
Coo \- dy CodY
J2lC cos cp( y ,9oJ)ei?~JJ- 2C dey)o 1+2C u(y 9' )o 0' oj
where:
~o (:c) A 1/L (e) / C (:c)' ".. the characteristic line impedance
Vo (:e) A 'I'; L(~). C(i:1-= the characteristic phase velocity
of the line
J(~) =: 0.0/83' 1. (a)/c 0 -a the loss factor
.i. (Co):r the series loss expressed in dB per
undisturbed wavelength along the
line
C (:c-)::r the gain parameter
I o :: the DC stream current
Vo = the DC stream voltage at entrance
to slow wave structure
"I.{o =/21'l Vo' = the DC stream velocity
17. = ~/m :r the charge to mass ratio for the electron
~:: the angular frequency of the wave impressed on
the s low wave structure
Here again as in Nordsiecks work the characteristic
impedance is considered finite for the fundamental frequency
of the signal and all harmonic components of the signal are
not present because of a rapidly decreasing impedance with
increasing frequency.
narrow bandwidth tubes.
However this is only true for very
In addition the force on an individual group of
uniformly moving electrons has to be obtained as:
dA( ) ] dA c(Y)
+ C -dY cos ..,(Y,9 J) + C ----::d:..::d-.::....--
o Y 0 0 J
1-0
is a coupling factor which
indicates the ability of the beam and the circuit to couple,
transferring energy. The coupling factor is dependent upon
tube geometry and normalized wavelength.
The force equation describes the force seen by each
individual group of uniformly moving electrons due to space
charge and circuit fields.
Furthermore the phase of each individual group of
uniformly moving electrons has to be known:
2~ (~ , rJ 0:)
1+2 COJ.{ (~;) ~oi)
The phase equation compares the phase of the jth
electron group to the phase of the signal on the helix.
These four preceding equations allow us to determine
values for rf amplitude, A(y), ~(y) which is the phase lag
of the rf wave relative to the electron stream, '<. (y, ¢o;i )
which is the velocity change of each individual electron from
its entrance value and ¢ (y, cfo;j.) which is phase of each
individual electron group relative to the phase of the rf
wave on the circuit. It should be noted that if C is allowed
to approach zero, then the above four equations reduce to
those derived by Nordsieck.
These equations will allow numerical calculations to be
done similar to Nordsieck with the exception that now certain
variables may be manipulated that vary with distance while
4-1
the calculations are being performed. This is a great tool
in the design of phase focusing in traveling wave tubes as
will be shown in Chapter III.
4L
CHAPTER III
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR LARGE SIGNAL ANALYSIS
My approach to solving the problem of improving
efficiency in helix-type traveling wave tubes is based upon
the one-dimensional large signal analysis computer program by
Joseph Rowe.
The Rowe program solves the large signal equations that
appeared in chapter II to predict the performance of a
traveling wave tube. The equations appear in the Rowe
program in the same format as they do in chapter II.
For improving efficiency in traveling wave tubes, John
Meeker in his doctoral thesis proposed some modifications to
be made to the equations that apPear in chapter I I • My
approach for improving efficiency is based on John Meeker's
proposal. Since the equations in the Rowe program are in the
same format as those of John Meeker, then incorporating
Meeker's proposed modifications into the Rowe program is
straightforward.
This chapter will explain the Rowe one-dimensional large
signal analysis program, explain the efficiency improvement
modifications proposed by John Meeker and then present how
the writer implemented the modifications in the program.
Data is then presented comfirming that the modified program
Performs as desired.
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3.1 Rowe One-Dimensional Large Signal Analysis Program
The Rowe one-dimensional large signal analysis program
solves the large signal equations stated in chapter II by
John Meeker. The equations are solved and the data is stored
at equal length axial iterations. Each iteration requires
data from the previous iteration to solve the equations. The
initial conditions are input by the user. They are:
NE = number of individual moving groups of uniform
charge per unit wavelength
y = axial length in inches per iteration
A(y) = rf signal level impressed upon the beginning of
the slow wave structure.
b O = relative injection velocity parameter of the
electron.
Co = Pierce I s gain parameter
dO = loss factor at the input
Each of these will now be explained:
1] NE = number of individually moving groups of uniform
charge. The number of charge groups included in the
calculations may be any number up to 64. The number of
charge groups chosen all enter the slow wave structure or the
first axial length iteration with uniform velocity. They are
all equally spaced over one wavelength of the rf wave on the
slow wave structure. Therefore all the charge groups are in
44
line one behind the other over the distance of one wavelength
of the rf wave in the axial direction.
For instance, if NE is specified as 32, then 32 charge
groups are equally spaced over one wavelength from 0 to 2~.
Group 1 enters first at 0 radians relative to the rf wave.
Group 2 enters second with the same velocity as the first
group but at position 0.1963 radians which is equal to 2~
divided by 32 and so on.
The greater the number of charge groups chosen, the
greater the amount of data points provided by the output.
However the greater the number of data points, the longer the
program takes to run resulting in greater cost.
Both 32 group and 64 group runs of the program have
shown that a 32 charge group run provides sufficient data.
The data for both are the same except the 64 group run
provides twice as many data points. A phase diagram which
will be discussed later of only 16 points of data is shown in
figure 3.1. A clearly defined pattern is evident in the
figure at each axial length 'y'.
2] Y = Axial length in inches per iteration. This input
variable determines how often along the slow wave structure
the program will solve the large signal equations. Normally
a value sufficiently small such as 0.2 inches is chosen as an
iteration length.
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An overly long iteration length will require fewer
calculations and save money but may result in an insufficient
amount of data at critical areas such as at saturation. For
instance, if the iteration length is too long and saturation
occurs somewhere between iterations, it may be impossible to
accurately predict where the actual saturation point occurs
along the length of the helix. Figure 3.2 shows a graph with
iteration length of 0.2 inches and a graph with iteration
length of 0.4 inches. The graph with the smaller iteration
length more closely approximates a constantly changing slope
than the large iteration length graph.
3] A(y) = rf signal level at axial position 'y' along the
slow wave structure. A(y=O) represents rf signal amplitude
at position 'y=O' or the beginning of the helix slow wave
structure. This represents the level of the rf signal
entering through the tube input coupler and beginning the
journey down the helix.
The level of A(y=O) that is chosen will determine at
what axial length the tube will saturate. A large A(y=O)
will cause saturation in a very short axial distance, while a
small A(y=O) will require a long axial distance to saturate.
The input value for A(y=O) can be adjusted until the program
saturates at a chosen axial distance 'y'.
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Initially, the value A(y) is approximated as 30dB below
the product CIOVO. C is Pierce's gain parameter, I o is
electron beam current and Vo is beam voltage. A diagram
showing a sample of rf amplitude at various rf drive power
levels versus axial length along a slow wave structure is
shown in figure 3.3. In each case a different value of
A(y=O) was chosen. It is clearly shown how the initial value
A(y=O) affects the position of saturation along the length
'y' .
4] b O = Relative injection velocity parameter of the electron
or uniform charge group. 'b I is a measure of velocity
difference between electrons in the beam and an undisturbed
wave on the helix. An undisturbed wave meaning a wave in the
absence of electrons. If b is greater than zero, the
electrons are traveling faster than the undisturbed wave. If
b is less than zero, the electrons are traveling slower than
the undisturbed wave. If b is equal to zero, then electrons
and undisturbed wave travel at equal velocity.
The equation for the relative injection velocity
parameter is:
where u is the electron velocity, v is the axial phase
velocity of the rf wave on the helix and C is Pierce's gain
4'1
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parameter. The subscript '0' indicates all values are
initial values at the beginning of the slow wave structure.
The value of the injection velocity parameter b O is
chosen to be about 1. Since C is usually « 1, then the beam
velocity 'u~ will be just slightly greater than the wave
axial velocity When the beam velocity is slightly
greater than the wave velocity, energy transfer from the beam
to the wave occurs.
5] Co = Pierce's gain parameter. C is defined by:
where K is the impedance parameter of the circuit, I is beam
current and V is beam voltage. Therefore C increases with an
increase in circuit impedance or increased current. Likewise
C decreases with increased beam voltage.
C also comes into play when deciding on the amount of
allowable deviation of the wave velocity from the electron
beam velocity over the frequency range to allow in the design
of the tube which is:
/i.v = ± Cu
The axial wave velocity is frequency dependent while the beam
velocity is not. A wave axial velocity exceeding this amount
of deviation will result in a large variation in gain over
the frequency range of the tube. The reason for this is that
if the ratio u/v changes by a large amount over the frequency
Sf
range, then the amount of interaction between the beam and
wave also varies by a large amount over the frequency range
resulting in a wide variation in gain from low to high
frequency.
6] dO = Loss factor at the input. 'd' is a measure of loss
in the slow wave structure. As an rf wave enters the slow
wave structure while an electron beam is not present, the rf
wave decreases exponentially.
equation:
d = 0.01836 (L/C)
'd' is represented by the
where L is the loss in dBl wavelength and C is Pierce's gain
parameter.
Now the output data supplied by the Rowe program will be
discussed. They are:
A(y) = normalized amplitude of the rf wave along the
circuit.
~(y) = phase lag of the rf wave relative to the electron
stream along the circuit.
0(y,0bj) = phase of the jth charge group along the
circuit relative to the rf wave (j=l,NE).
1+2Cu(y,~j) = normalized velocity of the jth charge
group along the circuit.
Each of these will now be explained:
1] A(y) has the same definition as A(y) for the input data.
2] (y) describes the difference in axial velocity of the the
rf wave traveling on the helix and the velocity of the
electron stream. since in most cases the electron stream
travels faster than the axial rf wave velocity, the rf wave
lags behind by an angle defined as~. ~(y) describes the lag
of the wave at axial position 'y' along the helix. An
example is shown in figure 3.4.
3] 0(y,0oj) describes the phase position each charge group has
relative to the phase of the rf wave at an axial distance 'y'
along the helix. The value 'j' ranges from 1 to the total
number of charge groups 'NE' in the problem. This value is
important as it tells which charge groups see a field on the
helix which causes them to decelerate or slow down and
likewise which charge groups are in an electric field causing
them to accelerate or speed up.
4] 1+2Cu(y,0o j) describes the velocity of each electron from
j= 1 to NE, the number of charge groups in the problem,
relative to injection velocity at the beginning of the helix.
In other words this value tells whether a charge group is
traveling faster than it did when it entered the helix region
or slower and by what magnitude.
A better understanding of 0(y,0oj) and 1+2Cu(y,~j) is
obtained by a graph as shown in figure 3.5. Each separate
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plot on the graph are the charge groups at separate axial
distances 'y' as shown. Charge groups traveling faster than
the initial velocity appear above the 1 on the vertical axis.
Slower charge groups appear below the 1. On the horizontal
axis both the accelerating field region and decelerating
field region are indicated.
Therefore we can see that as the charge groups proceed
down the axial length of the helix they gradually move from
the decelerating region to the accelerating region. In the
decelerating region the charge groups are being slowed by
the retarding force of the rf electric field on the helix.
Likewise ~n the accelerating region charge groups are
increasing in velocity.
As the charge groups are slowed by interaction with the
retarding rf electric field the energy lost by the groups is
coupled to the rf wave on the helix increasing its amplitude.
However charge groups in the accelerating field region must
gain energy to increase in velocity. Therefore they do not
couple energy to the rf wave but actually couple energy out
from the rf wave causing its amplitude to decrease.
Figure 3.5 clearly shows that the charge groups
gradually move into the accelerating field as they proceed
down the axial length of the helix as they gradually couple
their energy to the rf wave on the helix. At the point where
no more energy can be coupled to the rf wave because too many
charge groups have entered the accelerating field region
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saturation of the rf wave occurs. Saturation is the point
along the axial length of the helix where the interaction of
charge groups with the rf wave on the helix has produced the
greatest amplitude rf wave possible.
Therefore the data produced by the Rowe program can act
as a tool to understand how the interaction of electron
stream and helix appears along the length of the helix. with
this information decisions may be made on how to adjust
physical parameters of the tube such as the helix dimensions
or the dimensions of the tube shell and loading vanes to
achieve different performance characteristics such as
improved rf wave amplitude or different gain.
3.2 Modifications to the Rowe Program
The Rowe program is necessary to keep in its present
form to do an initial evaluation of a traveling wave tube.
After the initial evaluation various physical parameters may
be adjusted and the Rowe program rerun to evaluate this new
design. This type of design procedure is a trial and error
type of method. The engineer would benefit from a program
which would automatically select the tube physical parameters
necessary to achieve a desired goal.
Therefore in this section a modification will be made to
the existing Rowe program to allow the user to specify some
desired goal and allow the computer to predict what the tube
parameters should be to achieve the goal.
One goal could be to optimize efficiency or increase the
ratio or rf output power amplitude to tube DC and heater
input power. In other words if DC and heater input power to
operate the traveling wave tube remains the same, the
desireable outcome is to improve rf wave ampIitude.
To accomplish this the electrons must be able to
transfer a greater amount of energy to the rf wave.
Therefore it would be desireable as the electrons slow down
from losing energy to the wave to also physically slow the
axial phase velocity of the rf wave without reducing its
amplitude. This action would keep the electrons in the
decelerating field for a longer axial distance along the
helix. As a result of still being in the decelerating field
these electrons would continue to be decelerated, interact
with the rf wave and couple yet more energy to the rf wave.
The end result of this action would be a greater rf wave
amplitude at saturation and electrons with less energy or
lower velocity at the point of saturation.
3.2.1 Possible Solutions to Enhance Interaction
There are a number of ways to achieve the goal of
improving the interaction efficiency by coupling greater
energy from the electron stream to rf wave over a longer
axial distance in a traveling wave tube.
One way is to accelerate the electron beam at various
axial positions along the tube with a DC voltage step. As
~.c::;
- "'--
the beam begins to slow down, its velocity is boosted by the
application of the accelerating DC voltage. A number of
booster sections is possible. This requires that various
sections of the tube be electrically isolated.
A second possibility is to slow down the axial velocity
of the rf wave as it travels down the length of the rf
section. This may be implemented by varying the helix pitch
at certain axial positions. This may be accomplished in a
number of ways. One choice is a step function of pitch where
a helix changes pitch once at some axial distance 'y'.
Another choice is several step pitch changes at selected
axial distances. Yet another possibility is a gradually
changing pitch starting at some axial position y and
continuing down the remainder of the helix.
Of the two methods for improving interaction efficiency
the pitch variation choice is the easiest to implement. A
new helix design with a different pitch has a short turn
around time from drafting to finished piece part. The helix
would be the only part of the tube requiring modification.
On the other hand the method of adding DC voltage steps
requires revising several pieces of the tube to install
isolated voltage sections. Therefore the helix redesign
method is faster and cheaper requiring the modification of
only one part of the tube.
3.2.2 Automatic Computer Selection of Helix pitch
Therefore how may the computer select the pitch
variation of a traveling wave tube helix which is needed to
improve interaction efficiency? One of the variables found
in the program that was mentioned earlier is the relative
velocity parameter 'b'. The parameter ' b ' is a measure of
velocity difference between electrons ~n the beam and an
undisturbed wave on the helix. If 'b' is less than zero, the
electrons are traveling slower than the wave on the helix.
If 'b' is greater than zero, the electrons are traveling
faster than the wave. If 'b' equals zero, the electrons and
wave are traveling at equal velocity. The value of 'b' is a
required value in the calculations of the large signal
equations that occur at each iteration along the axial
distance 'y' in the program.
Therefore if the program allows the computer to choose a
value for 'b' that provides an 'optimum' condition that the
user specifies at each iteration, the relative velocity
parameter 'b' will be optimized at each iteration and
ultimately for the length of the tube.
for 'b' is:
U o
1 + cb =
v
since the equation
then as the velocity of the rf wave must be reduced to match
the velocity of the slowing electrons, 'b' must increase. A
change in the value of 'b' corresponds to a change in helix
pitch. As a result, the profile of optimized 'b' along the
0 0
length of the tube will provide an optimized profile of helix
pitch along the tube.
There are a number of optimum conditions the user may
specify for the program to meet at each iteration. since the
goal is to improve efficie~cy then one possibility is to
optimize rf wave amplitude A(y) at each iteration. For
instance suppose that the computer is allowed to vary 'b' at
each iteration until a maximum value of A(y) is achieved and
then proceed to the next iteration. This is fine except an
operation like this requires looking ahead and looping back
resulting in a large amount of computer time and memory. The
optimum value of A(y) at each iteration is unknown until the
program finds it.
Another possibility is to have an electron or a select
group of electrons maintain a specific phase position
relative to the rf wave on the helix. This would require the
program output value of 0(y,~j) to be held to a user defined
value throughout the length of the tube. Since with this
method the goal value is defined specifically, the computer
can optimize 'b' around the known goal value. The goal is to
choose a value of 'b' that will maintain the electron group
phase position at a particular value.
This method of optimizing 'b' by maintaining an electron
group around a specific value of '0' was proposed by John
Meeker. Meeker proposed incorporating two equations into the
~ /
large signal analysis program to accomplish the goal of
optimizing 'b'.
Both equations are placed at the end of each iteration.
Therefore the computer will calculate the solutions of all
four large signal equations, then proceed to calculate an
optimum value of
iteration.
'b' to be carried over to the next
Meeker's first equation allows the user to pick a select
uniform electron charge groups of any amount from j =1 to
NE(total number of charge groups in problem) and calculate
how far this select group is from the desired phase angle 0 f o
As shown the select group is 'n' charge groups large with 'p'
being the number of the lowest charge group. The magnitude
difference in phase angle between anyone charge group and
the desired angle 0f is [0(y,00 j) - 0f ]. Therefore when an
charge group is very far away from the desired angle 0f , the
exponential portion becomes very small.
The purpose of the exponential portion lS to prevent the
program from making large adjustments to bring the charge
group( s) toward 0 f too quickly. Instead, the program will
respond with gradual adjustments. The amount of the
adjustment is affected by the value of the weighting factor
'm' which is selected by the user.
The second equation calculates the new value of 'b' at
axial position 'y' to be carried over into the calculations
of the next iteration.
The first term is the value of 'b' from the previous
iteration. The second term accounts for the magnitude of the
difference between the average phase position of the select
group from the desired phase position calculated in the
previous equation. Finally, the third term accounts for the
change in phase position of the select group between this and
the last iteration. Both k and 1 are weighting factors
chosen by the user to restrain or loosen the amount that the
value of
iteration.
'b' calculated can change from iteration to
A flow chart of the Rowe one-dimensional large signal
analysis program with the subroutine included that calculates
the relative velocity taper is shown in figure 3.6.
Some notes on the subroutine of figure 3.6 are as
follows:
1. The subroutine is not executed until a specific pre-
selected axial distance 'y' is achieved.
Figure 3.6
Flowchart for the Rowe large signal analysis program which
includes a subroutine to calculate a relative velocity taper
to hold a select group of charge groups at a desired phase
position relative to the rf wave on the helix.
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2. The subroutine appears at the end of each iteration.
First all normal calculations are performed, then the
subroutine is executed. Finally, all the data is sent
to an output file before a new iteration begins.
3. The weighting factors 'k' and '1' may be set to equal
values. The higher the value, the more tightly the
bunch is held to the desired focal point. Different
slow wave structures require different values for 'k'
and '1' to produce similar results.
4. The equation for calculating b(y) suggested by Meeker
needed some modification to work well. During initial
runs, computer calculations for b(y) behaved in an
oscillatory fashion with large variation of 'b' from
iteration to iteration. To solve this difficulty, the
equation for calculating b(y) now appears as:
+ b ('Icte.-/) +- h (IT-en -2) J: 3
Here, b(iter-l) and b(iter-2) are the values of 'b' from
the previous two iterations. Including these two
additional values helped stabilize and give direction to
calculating the new value of 'b'.
3.2.3 Results of the Modified Program
Figure 3.7 shows the electron phase diagram of the
single pitch helix slow wave structure to be discussed in
chapter IV. Charge groups will either be in the accelerating
field of the rf wave or the decelerating field as shown.
Each curve shows conditions at one axial position 'y'.
Saturation occurs at y=3.6 inches.
At y=2.0 inches, several charge groups appear near 0 =
1.3 radians. Group number 2 is circled on each curve. By
the time saturation occurs, this charge group has moved out
of the decelerating region into the accelerating region. As
long as a charge group is in the accelerating region it
cannot transfer energy to the rf wave on the helix.
Therefore, the goal of the modified Rowe program is to define
a relative velocity parameter taper, b(y), for the slow wave
structure that will hold electrons in the decelerating field
longer resulting in greater net energy transfer to the wave.
To test out the program, charge group number 2 in the
example above is held at 0=1.321 radians starting at axial
position y=2.0 inches. Weighting factors 'k ' and '1' in the
subroutine are each set to 0.35. The results which are shown
in figure 3.8 indicate the modified program does adjust 'b'
in such a way to hold charge group number 2 near the phase
position chosen. Setting 'k' and '1' higher holds charge
group number 2 closer to the focal point, while lower values
allmv greater slip of the groups toward the decelerating
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any amount of
less slip is
region. Therefore by adjusting 'k' and '1',
slip may be obtained by the user if more or
desired.
Figure 3.9 shows b(y) versus 'y' while figure 3.10 shows
normalized amplitude A( y) versus 'y' for both the single
velocity parameter case and the tapered velocity parameter
case. The data show that tapering the relative velocity
parameter 'b' theoretically improves net energy transfer from
the electron stream interaction and thus higher rf amplitude
is predicted at saturation.
3 . 3 Summary
The Rowe one-dimensional large signal analysis program
has successfully been modified to find a relative velocity
parameter taper which predicts increased interaction
efficiency or energy transfer from the electron stream to the
rf wave. A helix pitch taper can be derived from the
relative velocity parameter profile to incorporate into a
tube for testing.
To accomplish this a subroutine suggested by John Meeker
has been incorporated into the Rowe program with some slight
modifications.
Data from the unmodified and modified programs is
presented showing that Meeker's equations perform as
predicted and that greater interaction efficiency can be
expected by tapering the relative velocity parameter.
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CHAPTER IV
THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR AN ACTUAL
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
4.1 Introduction
In chapter III a computer program was developed as a
tool for defining helix pitch tapers that improve electron
beam to rf wave energy transfer. In this chapter an analysis
will be performed on an actual Ku-band traveling wave tube to
seek to improve overall tube efficiency.
4.2 Traveling Wave Tube Description
ITT Electron Technology Division located in Easton,
Pennsylvania manufactures a variety of microwave tubes
including traveling wave tubes, klystrons, hydrogen
thyratrons and power tubes. In the traveling wave tube
family the tubes range from tiny medium power continuous wave
tubes up to large kilowatt pulsed tubes.
Often a customer specifies the performance he wishes to
have from a traveling wave tube. It is the job of the
engineer to design and build a tube to meet the customer
requirements.
One such tube is the F-2205 traveling wave tube. The
customer requires 40 watts of continuous wave rf output power
at 15 GHz with 56dB gain at rated power. There is also a
maximum limit on the DC and heater input power upon which the
tube is operated. This tube proved difficult to manufacture
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to meet the power and gain specification while operating
within the limit for DC and heater input power.
Therefore this tube was selected to perform an analysis
on with the intent of improving the design so that all
specifications would be met. specifically the goal is to
maximize the overall efficiency of the tube to provide an
appreciable rf output power above 40 watts while remaining
within the DC input power· restraints.
The F-2205 traveling wave tube is shown in figure 4.1.
The tube nominally operates at -4100 volts cathode voltage
with respect to the helix and the case which are at ground
potential. Electron stream current is about 90 milliamperes
and the collector voltage is set to 50% of cathode voltage
for more efficiently collecting electrons from the stream
thereby reducing power dissipated as heat. The total DC and
heater input power to the tube is about 197 watts.
The tube is designed to conduct heat through its base to
a temperature controlled heat sink to which it is secured
with screws. The rf connections to the tube are made with
the SMA coaxial input connector and a WR-62 waveguide output
connector. Beam focusing is maintained by periodic permanent
magnets. The complete tube weighs about one pound.
The remainder of this chapter will focus on an attempt
to determine what type of helix taper should be chosen to
improve the interaction efficiency of the F-2205 traveling
wave tube. First an attempt will be made to theoretically
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duplicate the performance of an actual F-220S tube with a
single pitch uniform helix. A uniform pitch helix means that
the pitch does not change throughout the entire length of the
helix. Then the modified Rowe program will be implemented to
determine the best taper profile for improving rf
performance.
4.3 The F-220S Tube With a Uniform pitch Helix
The first step in theoretically duplicating tube
performance is to gather important data. Such data includes
measuring rf performance characteristics of an actual tube at
test and also determining the values of tube physical
constants sucvh as 'b', the relative velocity parameter and
'C', Pierce's gain parameter, that are necessary as input
values for the large signal analysis program. Actual
measured saturated rf output power and small signal gain
versus frequency of a uniform pitch helix F-220S tube are
shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
Next to find the values of the physical constants 'b'
and 'c' a small signal analysis program is employed. The
program chosen to do this analysis is a proprietary program
that was written privately, but there are many small signal
analysis programs available which are based on the same
equations and perform similar functions.
Input to the small signal analysis program includes tube
operating voltages and currents as well as the physical
74
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dimensions of the helix slow wave structure such as helix
radius and helix tape thickness. output from the program
includes predicted gain per axial inch of slow wave structure
at each frequency as well as 'b', the relative velocity
parameter, and 'C' , Pierce's gain parameter at each
frequency. The final values for 'b' and 'c' predicted by the
small signal analysis program for the F-2205 tube are listed
in table 4.1
The second step in theoretically duplicating tube
performance is to insert the values of 'b', 'c' and 'd' the
tube loss factor, along with rf input drive level, A(y=O), as
input for the normal Rowe large signal one-dimensional
analysis program. To find at what level A(y=O) is to be set,
an initial value is selected that is 30dB below the product
CloVo • I o is stream current and Vo is beam voltage.
One of the output variables for the Rowe program is rf
wave amplitude A(y) versus axial distance 'y'. Depending
upon the input drive level, A(y=O), the program will show the
tube saturating or achieving maximum rf amplitude as some
axial distance 'y'. We desire the program to saturate at the
axial position 'y' that corresponds to the actual active
length of the helix in the F-2205. The active length of the
helix is the total length at which rf wave amplification can
take place. Each tube has two attenuation points located
strategically along the length of the helix to limit the gain
7&
TABLE 4.1
Values of band C for a Single Pitch Helix
Frequency (G-H:c)
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
tL
-.7718
-.6009
-.4163
-.2197
-.0127
.203
.4269
.6581
.8963
1.1415
1.3941
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-.Q
.0949
.0912
.087
.0825
.0779
.0732
.0685
.0640
.0597
.0556
.0518
in each section to prevent the tube from oscillating.
Subtracting the length of the attenuation regions from the
total helix length results in the active gain length. The
active gain length for the F-2205 tube is 3.587 inches.
Therefore we desire the Rowe program to saturate at y=3.587
inches. Adjusting the input drive level A(y=O) by trial and
error will move the position of saturation until a drive
level is found that produces saturation at y=3.587 inches.
After running the small signal analysis program to
determine physical constants for the tube and then running
the Rowe large signal program with these constants the
theoretical performance of the single pitch helix is provided
by the program as shown in figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.
Figure 4.4 shows the predicted normalized rf wave
amplitude, A(y), versus axial position, 'y'. Saturation
occurs at y=3.6 Each iteration is 0.1 inches long.
Therefore the program solved the large signal equations every
0.1 inches of axial distance.
Figure 4.5 shows the electron phase position, 0(Y),
relative to the rf wave on the helix versus the velocity of
the electron, [1 + 2Cu(y)], relative to the initial electron
entrance velocity. At y=3. 6, where saturation occurs, a
number of electrons have moved into the accelerating electric
field of the wave as predicted to occur at saturation.
Figure 4.6 shows a flight line diagram of electron phase
position, 0(Y), versus a.."'l:ial distance, 'y'.
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electron velocities change drastically with electron
crossovers occuring near saturation.
4.4 A computer Selected Velocity Taper
Up to now the single pitch F-2205 tube data has been
simulated on first the small signal program and then the
large signal program which predicted electron phases and
velocities expected at saturation. The next step is to have
the computer calculate a velocity parameter profile that will
improve the interaction efficiency providing greater rf wave
amplitude at saturation. The modified Rowe program described
in chapter III will be the tool to accomplish this.
Before running the modified Rowe program, the user needs
to define which electron group to hold in the decelerating
field of the rf wave and also what phase position to hold the
group at.
By examining figure 4.5, the electrons are beginning to
turn around and head toward the decelerating region at axial
length y=2 • Cinches. Therefore it seems reasonable to
attempt to hold the group of electrons that are beginning to
turn at this phase position as long as possible in the
decelerating region to prevent them from slipping into the
accelerating region.
Therefore electron number 2, which is circled, was
chosen to be held at phase position 0=1.321 radians beginning
at axial position y=2.0 inches.
8f
with all other input values to the modified Rowe program
kept the same as those input to the normal Rowe program, the
output of the modified program predicted performance as shown
in figures 4.7 and 4.8 when electron number 2 was required to
be held at 0=1.321 radians.
Figure 4.7 shows a much improved rf wave amplitude A(y).
Saturation still occurs at y=3. 6 inches.
The phase diagram in figure 4.8 shows that varying 'b',
the velocity parameter, to hold one electron in the
decelerating region beginning at y=2 .0 is sufficient to
retard many more electrons from slipping into the
decelerating field.
Some notes on the phase diagram are that even though
many electrons were prevented from slipping to the left into
the accelerating field at y=3.6, still many electrons have
moved into the accelerating field at the right explaining why
saturation occured.
A second note to point out is that electron number 2 is
shown not being held to phase position 0=1.321, but rather is
slowly slipping toward the accelerating region. The reason
for this is due to the selection of the weighting factors k
and 1 in the equations found in the modified Rowe program
subroutine. Values for the weighting factors were selected to
provide reasonable but not strict restraint on the s lip of
the electrons away from the desired phase position.
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A third point to note is that clearly the velocity of
many electrons [1 + 2Cu(y)] at y=3.6 is reduced greatly from
the single pitch helix electron velocities. Lower electron
velocity may apPear as increased interception current to
ground in an actual tube.
Finally, by reexamining figure 4.6 which is a flight
line diagram of electron phase versus axial distance I y ,
shows that the electron velocities begin to vary at about
y=2 • 0 inches. Soon after, crossover of electrons occurs.
This provides added evidence for beginning the taper around
y=2.0.
Figure 4.9 presents the values of 'b' for the single
pitch case and the computer selected velocity taper. As
shown the subroutine is not executed and 'b' does not change
until axial position y=2. 0 is reached as specified by the
user.
The question that now comes up is how do we know that
this taper provides the best improvement in rf wave
amplitudel To find out, several other velocity parameter
tapers were scaled around the original computer calculated
taper as shown in figure 4.10.
The original unmodified Rowe program allows the user to
vary 'b' at each iteration as needed. Therefore the original
program was run with each of the new tapers shown. The
results for rf wave amplitude versus 'y' for each taper are
shown in figure 4.11. There is a taper that appears to
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provide more rf wave amplitude at saturation than the
computer calculated taper. That is the taper marked T3.
Taper T3 is lower in magnitude than the computer
calculated taper indicating that the phase of the electrons
are allowed to slip more into the accelerating field than was
allowed with the computer selected taper.
Therefore the modified Rowe program will calculate a
velocity parameter profile near to an optimum profile when an
electron or group of electrons is held near to a phase
position chosen to restrain the electrons in the decelerating
field region.
4.5 A Second Method of Selecting a Velocity Profile
Actually in the previous section, the purpose of the
modified Rowe program was to calculate a velocity taper that
would keep the bunched electron stream in the decelerating
field and in synchronism with the rf wave on the helix as
long as possible. The motive of this being to allow
interaction between the electron stream and the rf wave on
the helix for as long as possible.
John Meeker noted that for the large signal equations
from chapter II if the electrons are bunched together in a
very tight non-diffusable formation traveling the same
velocity as the rf wave on the helix and the bunch is held in
the maximum decelerating field position, primarily 0=rt/2,
throughout the helix that A(y) drops out of the equations
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leaving an equation that gives the velocity profile versus
distance. The resulting velocity profile depends on an
assumed impedance and coupling factor variation.
Meeker proposed several impedance and coupling factor
variations to illustrate the significant role impedance
variation plays in determining a velocity taPer profile.
The first proposal is a constant £mpedance and constant
coupling factor. The impedance and coupling factors are:
= 1,0
After assuming the conditions previously stated and
eliminating A(y) from the equations, the following solution
results:
( 2.) r. -I [1+ 2Cou (y) T7"/z)]- 1+2Co A o lS/N
./ 1+ ZC:oAo"Z..\
with A(Y)=AO at y=O and the electron velocity 1+2Cu(YI~/2)=1
at y=O. y=O signifies the beginning of the velocity taper
rather than the beginning of the helix here. By inserting
the known value of AO and Co which are known from the Rowe
program data at this axial distance and by also inserting
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various values for 1+2Cu(y,~/2) yields a solution for axial
position I y' •
Now since an assumption for this section was that the
electron bunch velocity continually equals the rf wave
velocity, then 1+2Cu(y,~/2) is equal to l/[l+Cb(y)]. Also
since we are calculating 'y' versus 1+2Cu(y,~/2), then we can
further derive b (y) versus •y' •
For the F-220S tube the velocity parameter taper was
chosen to begin at axial position y=2.0. By inserting the
values of A(y) and 'c' at y=2.0 into the equations and
solving for b (y) versus 'y , yields the results shown in
figure 4.12 along with the •best' taper T3 found in the
previous section. The correlation between the two is very
close. Let us remember that the purpose of the profile T3
found previously was to maximize interaction by restraining
the electrons as long as possible in the decelerating
region.
The second proposal by John Meeker is a ' realistic'
impedance and coupling factor variation.
coupling factor variation are:
The impedance and
1+ 2. eo LJ (,!j J ji/2.)
Again after eliminating A(y) by combining equations, leaves:
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As before, A(y) = AO' and 1+2eu(y,~/2) = 1 at y=O. Here
y=O again refers to the position where the taper begins. By
inserting values of A(y) and 'e I at y=2. 0 from the Rowe
program and then calculating results in a plot of b(y) versus
'y' as presented in figure 4.13 along with the taper T3.
Here we see that the new Lmpedance variation requires a
reduction in the magnitude of the taper from the previous
case. since we have already tried adjusting the magnitude ~f
the taper in the previous section and found that T3 provided
the greatest interaction, we must assume for the moment that
this Lmpedance variation does not accurately represent the F-
2205 tube structure. Once actual tubes are built and tested
we will know more about which impedance, the first or second
case is more realistic.
Now two methods have been employed to predict a velocity
taper that will provide maximum interaction of the electron
stream with the wave resulting in improved rf wave amplitude.
Both have provided tapers that closely approximate each
other. To test the validity of the calculations, a tube is
to be built with a helix representing this velocity taper.
Up to now two helix designs have been theoretically
evaluated. They are the uniform pitch helix design and the
'11
•optimum • helix pitch taper design.
design will now be evaluated.
4.~ Third Helix Design
A third intermediate
A third helix taper design is chosen as shown in figure
4.14 along with the single pitch helix and the designed taper
T3. The phase diagram for the third helix taper design is
shown in figure 4.15. Also predicted rf amplitude A(y) is
shown for each helix design in figure 4.16.
4.7 Converting the Profile of b(y) Into a Helix pitch Profile
The relative velocity parameter profile of b(y) must be
converted into a helix pitch profile before an actual tube
can be built. The definition of b(y) is:
The initial electron stream velocity U o is known as is
Pierce •s gain parameter •C'. Therefore the axial phase
velocity of the rf wave v(y) may be calculated at each axial
position 'y' by inserting the value of b(y) in the equation.
since the axial phase velocity of the rf wave is directly
dependent upon the pitch of the helix, the values of b(y) can
be converted into values for helix pitch.
For the actual conversion process the small signal
analysis program is employed. Running the program several
9z.
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times varying only helix pitch each time results in a
comparison of helix pitch versus relative velocity parameter
'b'. The relative velocity parameter 'b' is given as output
from the program. Thus the velocity parameter profiles may
be converted into helix pitch profiles by comparing values of
'b' versus helix pitch from the small signal program.
4.& Additional Data Collected
The data collected from the Rowe program can generate
additional data to help us understand what other effects the
helix tapers will have on tube Performance. SPecifically,
how will the taper affect intercept current or rather the
electrons which hit the helix or walls of the vacuum envelope
which is at ground potential?
To analyze this the range of electron velocities at
saturation can be plotted for the three helix tapers as shown
in figure 4. 17. This shows that the greater the extent of
the taper the greater is the velocity spread. Also we see
that the electrons as a total group have a slower average
velocity with increasing taper.
As electrons travel more slowly they are harder to
collect in the collector. This is due to the retarding
voltage they see as they approach the collector which is
operated at 50% of the cathode voltage. slow traveling
electrons see the retarding voltage and may steer clear of
the collector hitting the helix or some other ground plane.
9S
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Therefore higher helix/ground current should be expected as
the magnitude of the taper increases.
Another group of helpful information to have is
predicted small signal performance. For each of the three
helix designs, a small signal analysis is run on the large
signal Rowe program by decreasing the rf input drive A(y=O)
about 30dB below the level required for saturation. At this
drive level the tube simulation is still in the linear small
signal domain.
y=3.587 inches,
The output A(y) at saturation, specifically
is plotted at several frequencies for each
helix design in figure 4.18. The predicted single pitch
helix response closely matches the actual known response from
test data of a tube with a single pitch helix.
This result increases confidence that the other two
helix designs will respond as shown. The small signal
prediction analysis unfortunately indicates a poor gain
response for the T3 helix design.
4.9 Conclusion
The computer has calculated a helix velocity taper
design that predicts a large improvement in interaction
efficiency resulting in greater rf wave amplitude at
saturation. Two methods were employed in calcu"lating this
helix velocity taper design.
In total the theoretical performance of three helix
designs have been evaluated by the computer.
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Each helix velocity taper design will now be built into
an actual tube to compare actual test data with the predicted
performance. How well the data correlates to the predictions
will determine the validity of the Rowe program and modified
program as a useful tool in designing helix taPers to improve
interaction efficiency.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON A Ku-BAND
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
5 • 1 Introduction
Traveling wave tubes containing the helix velocity taper
designs discussed in chapter IV are built and tested.
Specifically, they are the single pitch helix, a medium pitch
tapered helix and the computer calculated tapered helix
intended to provide greatest interaction efficiency
improvement. The results show some good correlation between
the theoretical results and actual results.
5.2 IncokPorating Helix Design Changes in the F-22Q5
The F-22Q5 traveling wave tube rf structure contains a
helix made from tungsten tape held in place by three
anisotropic pyrolytic boron nitride support rods all held
tightly in a stainless steel shell as shown in figure 5.1.
Incorporating a helix taper into a traveling wave tube
requires only that the helix be changed. All other parts of
the tube remain unchanged.
To manufacture a helix, a length of tungsten tape is
wound tightly onto a 0.0405 inch molybdenum mandrel by a
computer controlled lathe. The computer can be programmed to
provide the helix pitch profile desired. the computer allows
for step changes in pitch as well as gradually varying linear
profiles. The method is fast and accurate.
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Note
To create the I optimum I helix taper T3 the taper is
wound in several short linear sections that simulate the
curved shape of the taper. The three helix velocity tapers as
they are wound by the lathe are shown in figure 5.2.
the short linear sections which appear in the tapers.
Once the helices are wound, there are several cleaning,
processing and inspection steps to prepare it for
installation in the tube. The time required from when a
helix is wound until the tube is built, evacuated and tested
is nominally 10 days.
5 • 3 Actual Tube Performance
All three tubes at test are operated as identically as
possible so that accurate comparisons may be made. Each tube
operated at -4100 volts cathode voltage with the collector
operating at half this voltage or 50% depression.
stream current is 90 milliamperes for each tube.
Electron
Again
remember that each tube contains identical parts except for
the helix.
5.3.1 Comparison of Small Signal Gain Data
The small signal gain performance actual results and
predicted results are shown in figure 5.3. As expected the
difference between the performance of the single pitch helix
tube and the medium taper tube is slight.
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The computer predicted that the frequency where maximum
gain occurs moves lower in frequency as the taper is
increased in magnitude. The performance of the tube with
helix T3 clearly shows the peak of the small signal gain
curve moving down in frequency. In fact the computer
predicted a peak between 10 and 12 GHz.
actual tube occurs near 11 GHz.
The Peak on the
The small signal gain data indicates that the Rowe one-
dimensional large signal gain program when run at a low input
drive level to evaluate small signal gain performance will
closely predict at which frequency the peak of the small
signal gain will occur. Also the program is a good predictor
of the basic shape of the small signal gain curve for both
uniform pitch helix tubes and tapered pitch helix tubes.
One question arising from the data is the dip in gain at
about 13 GHz on the T3 helix tube. Something to note here is
that helix current doubled at this frequency. The dip may
possibly be due to some type of moding effect or reflection
in the rf structure that is not present in either of. the
other two helix design tubes.
5.3.2 Comparison of rf Output Power
The rf output power versus frequency for all three helix
design tubes is shown in figure 5.4. This is the data that
is most significant to the experiment. The goal is to
improve interaction efficiency and thus rf output power at 15
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GHz when input power conditions are held constant. Here this
has been achieved. The rf power output for the single pitch
helix at 15 GHz is 38 watts while the medium pitch helix tube
produces 49 watts at 15 GHz.
Here it is clear that the maximum rf output power
produced by each helix design increases as the magnitude of
the taper increases. However the peak rf output power occurs
at a lower frequency as the magnitude of the taper is
increased. Therefore the extra power provided by the T3
taper is not at 15 Ghz where it is needed. The maximum rf
power produced by the single pitch helix tube is 41 watts at
16 Ghz, while the medium pitch helix tube produced 53 watts
at 12 GHz, and the T3 tapered helix tube produced 73 watts at
8 GHz.
5.3.3 Comparison of Efficiency Data
All three tubes are operated at the same voltages and
stream current. Therefore the DC and heater input power for
each tube is equivalent. since the two tubes with tapered
helices have greater rf output power at some frequencies, the
efficiency is greater at these frequencies. OVerall tube
efficiency versus frequency for each of the three tubes is
shown in figure 5.5.
OVerall efficiency for each tube is calculated by
dividing the rf output power level in watts by the sum total
of all input power to the tube as follows:
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The amount of helix/ground current in the tube while rf
is applied greatly affects the calculation for efficiency.
The helix current at each frequency for each of the three
tubes is shown in figure 5.6. Both the single pitch helix
tube and the medium pitch tapered helix tube have low helix
current at each frequency. However the T3 tapered helix tube
has much greater helix current which in turn hurt efficiency.
Even so, the T3 tapered helix tube had greater overall
efficiency than either of the other two tubes at the
frequency of peak rf power performance.
Note that the helix current for the medium pitch helix
tube is greater than the helix current for the single pitch
helix tube. The greater helix current in the medium pitch
helix tube is predicted by the Rowe program due to a greater
velocity spread of the electrons at saturation because of the
helix pitch taper.
Refering back to figure 4.17 which shows the range of
electron velocities at saturation for each of the three helix
designs reveals that the T3 helix taper tube will have the
greatest electron velocity spread. Because the collector is
operated at 50% of cathode voltage to help slow the electrons
down as they land on the collector surface thereby reducing
/08
energy loss as heat, some electrons which are traveling
slowly may not be able to overcome the retarding collector
voltage to enter it and will veer off to the side or turn
around hitting the helix/ground plane. Since the electron
velocity spread is predicted to be high in the T3 helix taper
tube, this may be why helix current is so high in this tube.
To test this theory, the tube with the T3 helix taper
was retested with the collector grounded like the helix is
grounded. This eliminates the retarding voltage at the
collector so that any electrons heading in the direction of
the collector will be able to enter and land on the collector
surface. The actual tested helix current for this case is
shown in figure 5. 7 • Since the helix current is greatly
reduced by removing the retarding collector voltage, this
appears to confirm the idea that in a tube with a helix taper
the electron velocity spread is greater than in a single
pitch helix tube by an amount corresponding to the magnitude
of the helix taper.
Overall efficiency for the tube with the T3 tapered
helix when operated with the collector at 50% depression and
when grounded is shown in figure 5.8. Even though the helix
current is higher when operated at 50% depression, the
overall efficiency is still higher than if the collector is
grounded.
5.4 Discussion
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We now know that incorporating a helix pitch taper in a
traveling wave tube will increase rf output power and tube
overall efficiency. A draw back to the helix pitch taper is
the lowering of the frequency where the peak performance will
occur.
In considering all these effects, the design process
must be carefully approached. A helix pitch taper that is
not too large such as the medium pitch taper found in the
tube described above can be incorporated creating some
increase in rf interaction efficiency with minimal increase
in helix current and moving the frequency of peak performance
only a small amount.
On the other hand a large helix pitch taper may be
incorporated into a tube resulting 1n much greater rf
interaction efficiency at the expense of some additional
helix current. However the tube designer must now adjust
other tube parameters to move the frequency of peak
performance back up to the frequencies at which the improved
performance is desired. Therefore if a large helix pitch
taper is employed then other actions need to be taken to
counteract the downward frequency shift. One such action
would be to decrease the helix mean diameter at the same time
a helix pitch taper is employed. A reduction in helix mean
diameter will increase the frequency of rf peak performance.
A second consideration to be discussed here is a
theoretical conclusion arrived at by Nordsieck's calculations
/ / 1
of chapter II. Nordsieck noted the equations predict that as
the value of b is increased rf power output will increase
while small signal gain will decrease. The actual tube data
shows this is true as the tube with the largest helix taper
has the least gain and the greatest rf output power.
Yet another point of interest is that the medium pitch
tapered helix design appears to be best for this tube. The
rf interaction efficiency is improved with an equivalent DC
and heater input power to the single pitch helix design. Even
though the frequency of peak performance shifted, the gain at
15 GHz is still within the required limit. Any increase in
helix taper would shift the gain so that it would no longer
meet the specification for minimum gain or gain slope.
Therefore the medium taper helix has the maximum taper that
can be implemented in the F-2205 tube and still have the tube
meet all the specifications.
5.5 Summary
The small signal data predicted by the Rowe program for
each of the three helix designs closely matches the actual
data of the tubes when tested. Specifically the frequency of
peak gain is very close to actual for all three helix designs
and the shape of the gain curve versus frequency is similar
to the actual tube data. Therefore the small signal gain
analysis performed with the Rowe program is beneficial when
designing various helix tapers.
liZ.
The rf output power predicted by the Rowe analysis
program is in the form of normalized amplitude A(y) versus
axial distance 'y'. The predicted improvement in A(y) or rf
output power at saturation for each of the three helix
designs does occur. However when the tubes are built this
will occur.
improved power occurs at a lower frequency than eXPected.
Here the small signal data from the Rowe program can help the
designer understand where the frequency of peak performance
The frequency of peak performance for power is
very near the predicted peak performance for small signal
gain.
The efficiency of tubes with a tapered helix improves as
the magnitude of the taper increases at the frequencies where
peak performance occurs. Each of the three tubes had the
best efficiency over the other two at some frequency. This
is due to the shift in the frequency of peak performance for
the different helix designs. Each design had its best
efficiency at the frequency of peak performance.
The helix current is lowest in tubes that have low
magnitude tapers. As the taper magnitude increases, so does
helix current. Therefore the amount of taper allowed in the
design may be restricted by the amount of helix current that
is allowed by the customer specification. Referring back to
figure 4.17 which shows electron velocity spread at
saturation versus the value of 'b' or magnitude of the helix
taper indicates this information may be helpful in choosing a
1/3
magnitude of helix taper that will maintain helix current
within an acceptable range in the actual tube.
Considering all the information provided by the Rowe
analysis program will provide a good estimate of the
performance of an actual traveling wave tube. Therefore the
Rowe program is an excellent tool for the design of helix
tapers.
1/4
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF A HELIX TAPER DESIGN
6 • 1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the procedure to follow in
designing a helix taper.
Computer programs needed to create the design are the
Rowe one-dimensional large signal analysis program and a
small signal analysis modeling program providing values for
the relative velocity parameter 'b', and Pierce's gain
parameter ' C ' as output. In addition, a copy of Rowe's
program must be modified to incorporate the subroutine
described in chapter III. Also a copy of the written works
of Rowe and Meeker may be helpful in understanding the
concept of designing a relative velocity taper in the helix.
6.2 Steps in Designing a Helix Taper
Step 1: Simulate the data of an actual tested tube that
has a single pitch helix throughout on the small signal
linear analysis program. From this data, determine 'b', the
relative velocity parameter and 'c' Pierce's gain parameter
at each frequency of interest. select a value for 'd', the
loss factor.
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step 2: Insert the values of ' b' , 'c' , 'd' and an
input drive level A(y=O) that is about 30dB below the product
of CIoVo into the unmodified Rowe analysis program. I o is
the electron stream current and V0 is the beam voltage.
Adjust the rf input power level, A(y=O), until saturation
occurs at the desired axial length 'y'.
output from the program will yield an electron phase
diagram versus axial distance, 'y " along the helix and a
graph of normalized rf wave amplitude, A(y), versus distance.
step 3: From the electron phase diagram select an axial
position 'y' at which the taper should begin. A good
selection criteria is to pick an electron or group of
electrons that are just turning to head back toward the
accelerating field region.
step 4: Run the modified Rowe analysis program to have
the computer select an optimum taper design versus axial
distance. The user must select the values of the weighting
factors 'k' and '1' in the subroutine equations to provide a
desired slip of the electrons from the phase position at
which they are to be held as the program proceeds.
A second design option is to solve the impedance
variation equations described in chapter III for an optimum
helix taper where the electrons are held at 0~/2 throughout
the length of the tapered section.
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The modified Rowe program evaluates the rf wave
amplitude performance in the same computer run in which the
velocity taper is designed. Therefore the design and results
occur simultaneously. The impedance variation equations
however design a taper that then must be run with the program
to test its validity. Also, the user must select an
impedance variation that reflects the design of the tube. If
the impedance variation is known, solving the equations may
save time over the modified Rowe program computer selection
of a taper. If however the impedance variation is unknown,
designing the taper on the modified Rowe program will save
time.
step 5: Rerun the newly designed taper found in step 4
in the Rowe program except this time evaluating small signal
gain to find the frequency of peak performance, the electron
velocity spread to evaluate the effect of the taper on helix
current, and the normalized amplitude A( y) to evaluate the
effect of the taper on rf power level. Compare these to the
results obtain from the Rowe analysis of the single pitch
helix design.
step 6: The values of · b' which describe the newly
designed taper are converted into helix pitch with the aid of
the small signal analysis program.
step 7: Manufacture a new helix to include the newly
designed velocity pitch taper. Build and test the tube.
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6.3 Discussion
A possible future inverstigation is to reduce the helix
mean diameter which will raise the frequency of peak rf
performance. This action will counteract any reduction in
the frequency of peak rf performance caused by the inclusion
of a velocity pitch taper in the helix.
The design method stated above is very simple and
straightforward. Also the results of the program provide a
basis upon which to make educated decisions of the position
to begin a taper, the magnitude of the taper and the shape of
the taper.
i /8
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The Rowe one-dimensional analysis program is an
excellent tool for de~igning helix velocity tapers as well as
evaluating the rf performance of a traveling wave tube design
prior to building an actual tube. Three tubes built and
tested match closely the data predicted by the Rowe program
analysis.
The first step in the process of designing a helix
relative velocity taper is to modify the existing Rowe large
signal analysis program. A subroutine has been added that
calculates a relative velocity parameter taper that provides
greatest rf interaction efficiency between the electron
stream and rf wave on the helix. The taper is arrived at by
specifying a position at which an electron or group of
electrons are to be held relative to the phase of the rf wave
as the wave proceeds down the helix. The outcome is that the
computer predicts how the velocity of the rf wave must be
adjusted by varying helix pitch to maintain this relative
phase position. This information is carried in the variable
for relative velocity 'b'. The value of 'b' at each axial
length is then converted into a value of pitch for the helix.
A new helix is wound and incorporated into a tube which is
then tested.
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The subroutine incorporated i~to the Rowe program holds
a selected electron or group of electrons at a desired phase
position relative to the rf wave on the helix. The user
picks the electron group and phase position at which to hold
the group by referring to the data provided by the original
Rowe program output for the single pitch helix tube. The
user also has the ability to specify at which axial length
the computer is to begin calculating the taper and he also
has the ability to control the magnitude of taper the
computer will calculate by adjusting various weighting
factors in the calculations to either hold the electron group
tightly or loosely to the selected phase position as the
calculations proceed.
The subroutine is simple to run. The magnitude of the
taper required to meet the specifications of the user is
provided as well as the shape of the taper design. The
subroutine leaves little room for guess-work in the design of
the helix taper. The original Rowe evaluation for the single
pitch helix design indicates where the taper should begin,
what electron or group of electrons should be selected to
hold at a phase position, and what the phase position is at
which the group should be held. The modified Rowe program
provides a shape and magnitude of taper as well as predicting
the rf performance of a tube with this helix taper design.
The two programs together, the original Rowe program and the
modified Rowe program provide information upon which
/20
educational decisions may be made in the design of a helix
taper.
Data provided by the Rowe program closely matches the
actual tested tube data. Specifically, the small signal gain
data provides the frequency of peak performance for tubes
with or without helix tapers. Also the predicted shape of
the gain curve versus frequency simulates the basic shape of
the gain curve that will actually be achieved in the built
and tested tube. The reduction in gain for a tube with a
tapered helix compared to a tube without a tapered helix is
also predicted by the program.
The Rowe program predicts a tapered helix design will
provide greater rf output power at saturation than a single
pitch helix design. The frequency of peak performance for rf
output power is found to be near the predicted frequency of
peak performance for small signal gain. This is not always
at the frequency where maximum power is desired as the
inclusion of a velocity taper in the tube lowers the
frequency of peak rf performance. The small signal data for
a tapered helix design predicts the frequency where the peak
rf performance of the tube will occur.
Tubes built and tested with helix taper designs show
greater overall efficiency than a tube with a single pitch
helix. The highest magnitude tapers provide greatest overall
efficiency due to improved rf output power. The greatest
/2/
overall efficiency occurs at the frequency of peak rf
performance for each helix design.
The Rowe program also predicts a large spread in
electron velocity at saturation for tubes with large
magnitude helix tapers. A large spread in electron
velocities results in greater helix current especially in
tubes where the collector is operated at a voltage other than
ground potential. The information provided on velocity
spread can help the designer choose a magnitude taper that
results in an acceptable level of helix current.
Implementing the velocity taper by adjusting the helix
pitch was chosen over the voltage boosting method because
adjusting the helix pitch is the least expensive and fastest
way to implement a helix taper. When implementing a new
helix taper design into n tube, the only part of the tube
which needs to be changed is the helix. Winding and
processing new helices is quick and easy providing test
information on actual tubes with the new design helix in a
short time period.
Designing a helix taper with computer simulations saves
time and money as the results of the computer simulations can
be evaluated quickly as compared to the time and expense of
building several prototype tubes with different helix designs
and evaluating their test data.
The experiment leaves room for further investigation.
One investigation is to counteract the lowering of the
/ZZ-
frequency of peak rf perfor.mance caused by the helix taper by
reducing the mean inner diameter of the helix which in turn
will increase the frequency of Peak rf Perfor.mance.
The work described in this paPer provides a simple
straightforward way to design helix taPers to improve rf
interaction efficiency in traveling wave tubes.
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